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Description
In a growing number of scientific studies, it is necessary to add to the data a description layer in terms
of networks: it is true when studying transportation networks, biological networks, social networks,
sensor networks, Internet networks [New10, BBV08]. or even images possibly with irregular samples, or
only point samples [LG12], For processing these data having a structure of relational properties encoded
by networks, the field of data processing on networks is emerging [SNF+ 13] and needs to rely jointly
on approaches from computer science, physics and signal processing. Also, the applications are wide,
ranging for instance from epidemiological studies [GGF13] to social studies [TB14] or transportation
[MBP+ 14], to limit the list to works conducted in the group proposing the subject.
Elaborating on our previous works conducted about multiscale community detection in networks
[TB14] and semi-supervised learning on graphs [GGFSM14], a main idea proposed for this PhD is
generally study graph-based multiscale processing, transformations and filtering of data on networks.
For that, one fruitful idea is to consider that many detection, segmentation or estimation problems for
data on graphs can be represented as a problem of learning, or of classification, with a varying degree of
supervision. Community detection in complex networks is usually a fully unsupervised learning while
classification of data in Internet network is often supervised (for interpretability). An objective of the
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PhD project will be to probe how semi-supervised learning (SSL) [AGMS12] can be designed for data
in graphs in a way to fall between supervised and unsupervised cases.
This PhD project will be conducted in the DANTE and Sisyphe teams of the laboratory of computer
science (LIP) and physics (LP) from the ENS de Lyon. These two teams are partially collocated in the
IXXI (Rhône-Alpes Complex Systems Institute, www.ixxi.fr) at the ENS de Lyon. The support of the
project is provided by an ANR grant on Graph Data and Signal Processing with the GREYC (Caen),
GIPSA-lab (Grenoble) and LIGM (Marne-la-vallée), that will provide a framework for the project.
The novelties and challenges of the PhD project are that we need to think about processing in a
multiscale and possibly in a distributed manner across the network, so as to be able to confront with the
increasing mass of data that are often at hand. For that, representation and transformation of signals
on graphs will be studied, e.g. wavelets or other types of graph filtering (including SSL); methods for
joint processing of graph and data of graphs will be also a focus of the project. A possible development
will also be provided by looking at the specific issues of temporal networks [HS12], for which it can be
fruitful to study adaptive and possibly online methods of graph SSL.
While the work is to be methodological first, there is a strong motivation to go toward some applications in which the teams are active: study of social networks (or related to human activities such
as transportation networks) which are a major application domain of the DANTE and Sisyphe teams;
processing of 3D color point clouds acquired using 3D laser scanners, LIDAR (Light Detection And
Ranging), stereos cameras and structured light sensors (in interaction with the GREYC, Caen); or
computational neuroimaging where the objective is to provide a better picture of the dynamics and
functional networks of the human brain through fMRI, MEG or ECG measurements (in interaction
with the GIPSA-lab, Grenoble). The specific choice of the application will depend on the motivations
of the candidate and of the opportunities.
The PhD candidate will have a background in signal & image processing, computer science and/or
physics for complex networks. The project is conducted jointly in the physics and computer science
laboratories, in the ED Infomaths or PHAST of the University of Lyon.
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